Alfred Noland and the Oysterman Song
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n every archaeological site in historic Old Town Alexandria, Virginia a multitude
of oyster shells is unearthed. It is no wonder, as the bivalve was a dietary staple for
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century residents of the port. Seafood was more common
than beef. Not only did demand for the shellfish spawn the venerable, seasonal and
odiferous Second Ward waterfront settlement of stalls, shacks and cleaning sheds called
Fishtown, but it promoted the spread through the city of shanty-restaurants known as
oyster houses, especially during the Civil War’s economic boomlet.1
Who was responsible for putting the oysters on Alexandria’s dining tables? Certainly
the black and white pungy crews and tongers who harvested the entire Chesapeake Bay
and its tributaries, the market-boat middlemen and wholesale fish dealers, market-stall
keepers and even shuckers and peddlers. In the slavery-based economy of the
antebellum South, African-American labor was crucial to all trades; both free and
enslaved laborers and watermen played essential roles in the seafood industry at all
levels. The Alexandria Gazette provides us with a colorful glimpse of one of these

individuals, a real town character familiar for his boisterous sales pitch in the
furtherance of his one-man door-to-door retail operation.
Alfred Noland (frequently written Nolan, Nowlan or Nowland, and occasionally even
Nollin or Nallin) was born into slavery about 1815, probably in next-door Fairfax
County. Whether or not he originally belonged to the Henderson family, by 1850 he
was the eldest of ten slaves of Willis Henderson. Henderson was a farmer in the Hybla
Valley section of Fairfax, living not far from Mount Vernon or from Gum Springs, a
hamlet of former Washington family slaves. Unlike the nine African Americans on
Henderson’s land, Noland was no field slave or house servant. As an adult, he lived
apart from the farm and its master, about four miles north in fact, within the city of
Alexandria. It is conceivable that the trust that made this possible had its roots in a
blood relationship; while Henderson’s other slaves were described as “black,” Noland
was identified as “mulatto.”2
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In a substantial city such as Alexandria, it was not unheard of for enslaved persons to
live apart from their masters, although the distance was not typically a matter of miles.
For example, from as early as 1839 and until after Emancipation, Harriet Williams, a
slave of Samuel Lindsay, resided three doors from her owner in a story-and-a-half
frame dwelling belonging to Mrs. Turner Dixon.3 Particularly in urban areas, many of
the enslaved of the Upper South were hired out to others. Some were allowed sell their
own labor, permitting some freedom to select an occupation and a boss, as long as they
delivered agreed payments to their masters. This provided an opportunity to net a
profit between wages received and those offered up. Such an arrangement may have
left Alfred Noland responsible for finding his own lodging—a bit more autonomy. This
may help explain why his abode shifted several times.
By the turn of the nineteenth century, Alexandria had a substantial free-black
community, largely as a consequence of a more liberal attitude toward manumissions
during the post-Revolutionary War era. Marriages between free and enslaved African
Americans became common enough, although owners preferred such marriages to
include an enslaved wife as her offspring would be born into slavery, possessions of her
master by law. In November 1837, undoubtedly with the permission of his master, the
22-year-old Alfred Noland wedded nineteen-year-old Julia Bennett, a woman born free
in Alexandria.4 For nearly five years they resided in a one-story frame house near
Prince and Fayette Streets belonging to the estate of the late Margaret Wilson. Then,
they shared a similar dwelling on a lot, on Patrick Street between Duke and Wolfe,
owned by Alfred’s master. The 1850 census suggests that there may have been periods
when they were forced to live apart. For a time the couple kept a cow to provide
sustenance to a growing family.5 Julia bore eight children between 1837 and 1850.6 The
aptly named Nolands moved frequently in the years prior to the war, but almost always
within Ward 4, well away from Fishtown and the wharves.7
Alfred Noland may have been a common laborer as a youth, but he could have
embarked on a career as oyster hawker by the end of his teen years. There was a place
for such salesmen in the decades before factory canning became common. As the writer
of the following newspaper item points out, the nearly fifty-year-old Noland’s status as
the eldest former practitioner of that trade indicates that his was a young man’s game.
As these hucksters typically wound through the town’s dusty streets on autumn and
winter evenings, singing to entice potential customers, they surely held other jobs
during the day and out of season.
The bitterness of the Civil War gave white Alexandrians cause for nostalgia for even a
recent past, when one might have heard the cries of perambulating African-American
oyster mongers and other salesmen. That their ditties were already a thing of auld lang

syne suggests that Noland and his peers had entered other lines of work well before the
article about him ran in 1865. “Percy,” the author of the item, reports that the songs and
salesmen were common in the 1830s and 1840s. They may have faded with efforts to
tax the previously unregulated oyster hawkers in 1857.8 In 1864, Alfred was arrested
for violating the military government’s prohibition of alcoholic beverages in
Alexandria, vending a product more sought-after and lucrative than even the
exorbitantly priced wartime oysters then trickling into town.9 Months after his arrest,
he disappears from the historical record.10
Although the tune of Alfred Noland’s sales pitch is mostly lost to posterity, a bit of the
song is cribbed from an old Scottish or English ballad, Roseberry Lane (also known by
other names and lyrics). It may include other snatches of popular tunes, as other lines
scan differently, but most of the lyrics were surely of Noland’s invention, extolling the
virtues of his products of the York River, one of Virginia’s tidal tributaries to the salty
Chesapeake.
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“Percy” puts a sentimental gloss on the era of slavery, “good old days of yore, when
peace and plenty reigned over us, and happiness and contentment seemed to pervade
the bosom of every inhabitant of the town.” He enjoyed the playful wheedling of
Alfred’s song, a plaint that his choice products inexplicably won’t sell. Also interesting
is the slave’s possessive: “Here’s my nice city O!”
The writer describes Noland “trudging lazily” carrying shiny tin buckets—“bright
kettles,” probably lidded—and pint measures. With no mention of pushcarts, and with
hands free to rattle their cups, such peddlers presumably wore a kind of a yoke or
shoulder harness to ease their burden. Alfred and his competitors offered not just the

convenience of home delivery of fresh product, but added value by shucking the
bivalves themselves: “He opened nice oysters and I do the same… fresh and just from
the shell.”
Despite drawing from Euro-American popular culture, Noland’s oyster song must be
regarded as an unusual specimen within the corpus of work songs of the enslaved that
have passed down to us. It is a unique manifestation of the rich culture of the
waterways of the Chesapeake region.
© Tim Dennee and the Friends of Freedmen’s Cemetery, 2008 and 2015.
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An Alexandria Reminiscence
[The Alexandria Gazette, February 1, 1865]
MR. EDITOR—A number of works have been written in regard to the various “Cries” of
the larger cities of the world. For instance, “The Cries of London,” written many years
ago, and doubtless quite familiar to many of your readers; also a later work, by Mr.
Mayhew, entitled, “London Labor and the London Poor,” in which all the various
peculiarities of the itinerant trading among the poorer classes of the population are given
in very interesting detail.
These peculiarities, however, do not belong entirely to the large cities. There are some
incident to this place, now alas! quite obsolete, but which are yet familiar to the
recollection of not very old inhabitants and which, I think, ought to be rescued from
oblivion. Any one of your readers whose memory can run down the vista of the past for
the last twenty five or thirty years, can well remember the old familiar song of the
Oysterman, and in imagination see him trudging lazily along the street at night, with his

shining tin bucket filled with the choicest “bivalves,” and rattling at intervals between the
verses of this song, the tin cups with which he served his customers, with “the finest
Yorkey oysters you ever did see.” I have endeavored to get a correct version of this old
song, and give it below. The familiarity with which it will doubtless greet the memory of
many of your old readers, will take them back, with a moment of joy only, to the
recollection of the good old days of yore, when peace and plenty reigned over us, and
happiness and contentment seemed to pervade the bosom of every inhabitant of the town,
and the remembrance that those happy days are gone, perhaps never to return again, and
the reality of the sad times into which we have now fallen, being continually forced upon
the mind, will leave in the heart a pang of regret, and a sorrow, that no more can be had,
and “right at your door,” the largest and finest oysters at “only ten cents a pint.” PERCY.
THE SONG OF THE OYSTERMAN.
Here’s my nice city O! Here’s my nice Yorkey Oysters.
Here’s my nice city O! High relished Oysters.
Here’s my Oysters as nice as can be;
Pray will you buy any? Pray can you buy any?
Here are Oysters as nice as you ever did see,
Pray will you buy any from me?
Here are my Oysters as nice as can be,
And they are all for the use of the city,
They are nice, and fresh and just from the shell;
I can’t tell the reason my Oysters wont sell.
My Oysters are sweet they are round and complete,
For Oysters at ten cents a pint.
Oh, my father he dwelt in Roseberry Lane,
He opened nice oysters and I do the same;
For every oyster is round as a clam,
And every oyster is fat as a lamb;
Most beautiful oysters! high relished oysters,
The prettiest oysters you ever did see.
Oh, ladies and gentlemen take great delight,
In having nice oysters for supper at night.
My oysters are white and my kettles are bright,
And if you won’t buy my oysters I’ll bid you good night.
Good night ladies, good night gentlemen,
Good night ladies and gentlemen all.
NOTE—It may be as well to mention in connection with the foregoing remarks, that the
oystermen alluded to, were invariably very respectable colored men. The writer of this,
hunted up one of the oldest now living, in fact the very oldest, Alfred Noland, from
whom he obtained the words of the above song.
Alexandria, January 31, 1865.
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